7.3 powerstroke fuel pump upgrade

These vehicles have a Ford Power Stroke engine, which is a diesel engine with fuel injection
that is typically turbocharged. The fuel pump for this engine must keep the fuel at high pressure
in order for the fuel injectors to function properly. The fuel pump for a 7. Disconnect the cables
to the negative battery terminals on both batteries with a socket wrench. This will prevent
anyone from starting the engine during the fuel pump replacement. Place a gasoline container
under the drain valve on the fuel rail. Open the valve to release the fuel pressure in the fuel
system. Raise the vehicle and support it on jack stands. Close the drain valve. Detach the
electrical connector on the rear of the fuel pump. Remove the retaining clip on the fuel line, and
disconnect the fuel line from the fuel pump. Remove the retaining clip for the brake lines, and
disconnect the brake lines from the bracket of the fuel pump. Loosen the pinch bolt for the fuel
pump mounting bracket with a socket wrench. Spread the fuel pump mounting bracket open
and detach the fuel pump. Install the new fuel pump into its mounting bracket and tighten the
pinch bolt to 13 foot-lbs with a torque wrench. Connect the brake line to the fuel pump mounting
bracket with the retaining clip. Attach the fuel line and electrical connector to the fuel pump.
Lower the vehicle and connect the negative battery cables with a socket wrench. Start the
engine and check for fuel leaks. James Marshall began writing professionally in He specializes
in health articles for content providers such as eHow. Marshall has a Bachelor of Science in
biology and mathematics, with minors in chemistry and computer science, from Stephen F.
Austin University. How to Replace a 7. Step 1 Disconnect the cables to the negative battery
terminals on both batteries with a socket wrench. Step 2 Place a gasoline container under the
drain valve on the fuel rail. Step 3 Detach the electrical connector on the rear of the fuel pump.
Step 4 Remove the retaining clip for the brake lines, and disconnect the brake lines from the
bracket of the fuel pump. Step 5 Install the new fuel pump into its mounting bracket and tighten
the pinch bolt to 13 foot-lbs with a torque wrench. The 7. Fortunately, with a few fuel system
optimizations and upgrades you'll be able to truly maximize your Super Duty's potential while
saving money at the same time. If you're going for an intense, high-powered Super Duty build,
then take a look at our performance fuel injectors which supply larger volumes of fuel to your
cylinders to support huge modifications and extremely aggressive tuning. Call Us Call Us. Ships
in 1 Business Day Free Shipping! Ships From Manufacturer. Ships in Business Days Free
Shipping! More Information On Fuel Pumps Whether you are creating an ultra powerful monster,
or just trying to replace certain stock parts a fuel pump is a great addition. A fuel pump can help
you get more out of your truck when it comes to horsepower and torque gains. It's important
when looking to upgrade your fuel pump to take the time to take a look at the description to see
what specific specifications you need to take into account for your truck. For example, the
AirDog PureFlow Raptor Fuel Pump was designed specifically for Super Duty trucks that have
upgraded engine modifications with larger injectors, performance tuning and more, to ensure
fuel is delivered to your Powerstroke diesel effectively and reliably. AirDog engineered the
Raptor Fuel Pump with a built-in adjustable regulator to optimize the engine's capability for
power output and enhance the delivery of fuel. Check out this pump and more here at Stage 3
Motorsports. Mailing List. Email Address GO. The email you entered isn't valid. You subscribed
successfully. You're unsubscribed. Categories F 3. Mini Cart 0 Items. Search Search. Modify
your vehicle with the best upgrades for 7. One of the great things about this engine is that you
can actually get more power out of it. Unfortunately, some drivers have a hard time choosing
the right upgrades, and they end up spending hundreds of dollars on poorly chosen parts. The
gauges from GlowShift Gauges are the best upgrades you can get for the 7. When upgrading
your vehicle, the first thing you should install is aftermarket gauges. Finally, these gauges come
in different colors. Upgrades can make a world of difference, but only if you choose the right
ones. With that out the way, here are the most efficient aftermarket parts for the 7. Take the 7.
When it comes to upgrading your engine, this brand is your best bet. This set of gauges is by
far our favorite upgrade. Furthermore, you can change the color of the gauges. We also really
like that the needle glows read so that the driver can have a much easier time looking at the
gauge readouts. Our biggest problem with this model is that the connections feel pretty cheap.
But what about 7. Want to make your engine even more efficient? Well, you might want to look
into getting an electric fuel pump. One of the main reasons we chose this brand over the others
is that they use premium materials for their builds. Many aftermarkets reduce production costs
by adding cheap materials. Thanks to its robust and compact design, the engine has a much
easier time breathing. As a result, the car will run faster. Designed as a replacement for the 7.
For example, this manufacturer suggests replacing the air filter after nearly 12, miles. If you
have an early 7. This is one of those things most people never bother to upgrade. The quality of
this model deserves some credit. It is made of aluminum, which is an excellent material for a
reservoir tank. When It comes to bringing out the beauty of your vehicle, this model takes it to a
whole new level. It is coated in a pitch-black finish, which looks fantastic inside the car. This is a

sight glass tank, which is perfect for drivers to see liquids and gas levels in real-time without
using a flashlight. We know how annoying OEM thermostat housings can be. Fortunately,
Sinister MFG is here to make our days better. This model is designed to replace OEM, but a
better one. On top of that, we love the finish they used for this model. This can be annoying as
you might have to get new ones on your own. Another excellent method to slightly increase
horsepower is to get a high-performance cold air intake. Better yet, this model is super easy to
maintain. And you only need to clean it after nearly , miles. Seriously, you have to go through a
lot of steps to install this unit. To prevent that, this model is made of silicone, which is an
excellent material to increase pressure tolerance inside the hoses. One of the most remarkable
features this model offers is that it has a protective shield against oil. As you might know, oil
can do some nasty stuff to the hoses over time. However, they tend to get pretty dirty after
some time as silicone tends to attract more dirt. Looking to replace your old fuel pump and
hose lines? Perfectly designed to fit your vehicle, this model will accommodate underneath the
hood as any other factory parts would do. Since the manufacturer pretty much made sure to
match OE parts, you should be able to breeze through the assembly process. But if you need an
affordable upgrade as soon as possible, this kit will do wonders for you. Want a 7. We got you.
This turbo upgrade kit from Xotic Exhaust will drastically improve your driving experience.
While many other turbo kits are pretty hard to install, this brand made sure to make the
installation process as simple as possible. If the current one is leaking, and you need those
seals, this kit could be an excellent investment. Is smoke coming from around the engine? Now,
this kit includes more than a valve cover gasket. This kit also includes a durable injector glow
plug harness. All these parts are designed to match the factory ones. Luckily, there are plenty of
videos out there if you need any help installing them. One of the best 7. While the stock turbo
on the 7. Better yet, this model increases airflow going into the engine. As a result, the vehicle
can burn more fuel, which results in more horsepower. If you have no idea how to go about
choosing the best upgrades for 7. There are plenty of aftermarket products out there. To get
around that, we suggest looking up the dimensions of the product. Any decent company should
be transparent enough about their sizes. This step is vital as some needles can be hard to see,
especially at night. Want to get rid of your old manual fuel pump and get an electric one? Well,
you should be aware of a couple of things. Finally, it should also get rid of annoying radio
frequency interference. The reservoir tank, that little tank, that pretty much nobody changes.
This is pretty much the go-to for anybody who wants a new reservoir tank. Finally, your new
reservoir tank should be transparent. Regardless of the finish you choose, you should still be
able to see through it. And what you should aim for when getting a new aftermarket cooler.
Moreover, make sure the hoses fit your vehicle nicely. Your transmission cooler should also be
designed for towing. Transmission coolers do not increase towing capacity. However, they do
help cool down the engine. Keep in mind that towing puts a lot of pressure on the engine, which
can be harmful. When this happens, your engine will overheat, and it might start leaking
coolant. To prevent that, get a silicone radiator hose. These radiator hoses are more likely to get
dirty after a couple of weeks. But they sure are strong compared to the rubber ones. So, watch
out for that. Any driver with this engine knows that pretty well. However, there are certainly
better options nowadays when it comes to horsepower. To get around that, drivers tend to
install turbos. The main objective of that is the increase of power. However, it requires a lot of
work to install one, as you might need to install other aftermarket parts for it to work. Instead,
get a turbo compressor wicked wheel from Diesel Site. This model is pretty much plug-and-play.
And as crazy as it might sound, spending that much money on a cold air intake to get that sweet
whooshing sound is definitely worth the money. But as great as that sounds, you still need to
keep a few things in mind when getting a better cold air intake. The first thing you should
consider is the material. It should be made of durable heat-resistant materials. So, if you want it
to be by your side for many years to come, it should be able to withstand high temperatures.
The intake should also be waterproof. Water getting inside can lead to terrible engine issues in
the long run. Finally, consider the shape of the air intake. Curved intakes have a much harder
time keeping up with your engine. For more information about the benefits you get from
upgrading your 7. You can add more power to your 7. However, you can only do so much.
Depending on how many aftermarket parts you add to the engine, any horsepower is subject to
changeâ€”for example, a water-methanol injection, flow downpipes, a transmission cooler, and
so on. All of these aftermarket parts are designed to improve horsepower. But some of them
might need additional mods to work correctly. Yes, a transmission cooler does make a huge
difference. Overheating engines are a concerning problem among drivers. And if you have a
truck and plan on towing heavy loads for thousands of miles, a transmission cooler would help
cool down the engine during that trip. There are plenty of brands out there that sell turbo kits.
One of the most noticeable ones is Xotic Exhaust. The installation process is relatively simple,

and there are several videos out there showcasing the technique. When doing this, the fluid
level might drop, and you should see bubbles inside. Once it is running, and you can see steam,
top it off. Upgrading your throttle body should improve gas mileage. This is a simple installation
and is not as expensive as adding aftermarket mods. Yes, upgrading your cold air intake will
make a difference. They can help the system pull in as much air as possible, which results in
more horsepower. The best upgrades for 7. The 7. We hope you can now make your machine
more efficient. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
We may earn a small commission if you purchase through our recommended links. More
details. With that being said, here is everything about these upgrades: Contents 0. Your Cart.
Ford Ford 7. Product Compare 0. Show: 25 48 50 75 Brand: International Part Number: C
International part numberC Add to Wish List Compare this Product. Just like our "Standard"
version, this kit eliminates the "dead-head" stock fuel rails and provides adjustable fuel
pressure capability to the P.. Fits Ford 4x4 7. It is designed for the pickup while utilizing all the
best featu.. The pump is a Bosch fuel pump that supports up to.. This kit comes with a fuel
pressure gauge and allows the user to adjust pressure to keep a constant fuel pressure which
will prolong.. One of the most critical parts of your truck is it's fuel system! We have created a
completely new mounting system for your FASS or AirDog that compliments an already great
fuel system. Does not include sealing washers unless selected above. It is designed for the
pickup while utilizing all the best features of the HD series. Built into.. Application: 7. The Seals
in the filter are B compatible, but they are easily and inexpensively replaceable should any need
arise. We will update these materials as th.. Thank you for your understanding! This package
includes.. Brand: Bosch Part Number: Bosch OEM Replacement lift pump. The premade wiring
harness with sealed electrical connectors offer qiuck and easy instal.. Here's what you will
experienceâ€¦Easier quicker starts Smoother idle Better acceleration hp Reduction of loss of
boost during shifts. Increased atomization- better fuel economy Much quieter operation- you'll
swear your driving a different truck! Refer to For those of you that desire more of a DIY kit this
is the basic with fuel plate, filter, and Deatschwerks pump. For those of you that desire more of
a DIY kit this is the basic with fuel plate, filter, and Fuelab pump. The most versatile High
Performance Fuel Pump pump only on the market. The FA's allow the customer to tweak the
fuel pressure on the "Fly". The Boost Compensation Port also gives the.. This fuel pump
Replaces the high pressure pump. If you have an upgraded engine with larger injectors, etc.
This fuel pump Supplies fuel to the high pressure pump. Cookie Notice. Our website uses
cookies to enhance your shopping experience. Continued use of our website gives us your
consent for the use of cookies during your visit. Please view our privacy policy to see how
these cookies are used. This kit takes no short cuts on delivering the most complete setup on
the market. From our seamless integration at the selector valve to the billet adapter we use to
tie into the factory rear feed lines, this kit is second to none. You will not have to remove the
OEM turbo to install this kit! If you have trouble keeping fuel pressure with larger injectors, it is
usually due to the selector valve or clogged pick up tubes. Selector valve fittings that allow you
to seamlessly integrate our fuel system onto the factory selector valve. Complete parker
push-lok hose. All kits include enough hose to fit a crew cab long bed pick-up truck. A stainless
steel, laser cut bracket with stainless steel hardware. Complete fuel bowl delete, replaces all
factory fuel system lines except the rear two. If you would like to replace these lines we sell
them separately. If you have a T4 kit and would like to replace them with our old, pushloc setup,
please specify when ordering. Video links provided for full installation. Feeds rear of factory
heads. Factory rear fuel lines stay intact. Factory front fuel lines can stay intact, but are not
required. If you wish to get rid of these lines, you must request this when ordering. Turbo O-ring
and new banjo washers included for leak free operation. Extra fittings, padded p-clamps and
hardware to use as needed. Average install time is just hours! Complete wiring harness
utilizing; ga. Shipping is included in the price of the kit to any of the lower 48 states. Return
shipping is customer responsibility. Installation Instructions: You will be provided the most
up-to-date instructions when you request your quote directly to your e-mail. They are to be
installed as tight as you can by hand and then ONLY tightened 1. Request Quote. The 7. This
replacement pump is the same pump that comes on your truck from the factory. The electric
pump replacement for the 7. This pump is a direct fit OEM pump. The Bosch is the same factory
pump that comes on your truck from the factory. This pump can supply a mild performance
upgrade truck up to stage 2 injectors. After that we suggest a fuel system upgrade. If you need
to replace your electric fuel pump in one of these applications, you can save a bunch of money
by just buying the bare pump shown here as compared to buying the replacement from Ford,
which includes the mounting bracket, idolator pad, outlet fitting and wiring pigtail that you
already have. Bosch state-of-the-art turbine fuel pumps offer many advantages when compared
to older roller-cell and inner-gear pump designs. Not only do these pumps offer near silent

operation and improved drivabili
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ty, the core components of this turbine design significantly reduce wear and deliver a longer
service life. Illustrated step-by-step instructions are included with all Bosch Turbine Fuel Pumps
for safe and easy installation. Bosch Fuel Pump Features Superior turbine pump design
virtually eliminates fuel pulsation. Provides better drivability, reduced noise, and longer life
Bosch impeller ring provides smooth fuel flow and reliable performance Precision,
spin-balanced and polymer-encased armature reduces noise and vibration. Premium carbon
brushes provide a longer and more reliable service life. Non-return valve maintains system
pressure and reduces hot start problems Noise suppression coil virtually eliminates radio
frequency interference. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content Help Desk.
Get Directions. Home Powerstroke â€” 7. Description Reviews 0 Description Bosch 7. Reviews
There are no reviews yet. Add to cart. Select options. Shop Diesel Performance. Your Cart.

